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INTRODUCTION
Gene discovery strategies based on exome sequencing (ES) and 
whole-genome sequencing that are agnostic to both known 
biology and mapping data provide powerful alternatives to 
conventional approaches to gene identification. Since their 
introduction in 2010, ES and whole-genome sequencing–based 
strategies have proven to be disruptive technologies that have 
rapidly accelerated the pace of discovery of genes underlying 
Mendelian phenotypes.1 For example, the rate of reported gene 
discovery increased from an average of ~166 per year between 
2005 and 2009 to ~236 per year between 2010 and 2014, or an 
increase of 40% (i.e., ~70 additional reports) per year.1 However, 
this increase in reported discoveries is more modest than we, 
and perhaps others, anticipated.

Among the myriad factors limiting ES and whole-genome 
sequencing–based gene discovery, one key challenge is the 
lack of infrastructure for (i) large-scale standardized pheno-
typic delineation and comparison of families with Mendelian 

conditions and (ii) open sharing of sequence data, candidate 
genes, and putative causal variants between investigators and 
clinicians. These limitations often result in the identification 
of a putative causal variant or several high-priority candidate 
variants in an individual who has an unexplained phenotype 
(i.e., the causal gene is unknown), requiring extensive func-
tional experimentation to establish a causal relationship.2,3 This 
issue frequently manifests in clinical settings as the reporting 
of a variant of unknown (or uncertain) significance (VUS).4,5 
By contrast, identification of novel putative causal variants in 
the same gene in two or more families with the same or simi-
lar phenotype strongly supports a causal relationship indepen-
dent of functional studies.3 To this end, sharing phenotypic 
and genetic information among investigators and clinicians 
in order to find multiple families with putatively pathogenic 
variants in the same gene is a straightforward approach to 
establishing a causal relationship. This is the rationale for 
developing infrastructure for large-scale release of combined 
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Purpose: The pace of Mendelian gene discovery is slowed by the 
“n-of-1 problem”—the difficulty of establishing the causality of a 
putatively pathogenic variant in a single person or family. Identi-
fication of an unrelated person with an overlapping phenotype and 
suspected pathogenic variant in the same gene can overcome this 
barrier, but it is often impeded by lack of a convenient or widely 
available way to share data on candidate variants/genes among fami-
lies, clinicians, and researchers.
Methods: Social networking among families, clinicians, and 
researchers was used to identify three children with variants of 
unknown significance in KDM1A and similar phenotypes.
Results: De novo variants in KDM1A underlie a new syndrome 
characterized by developmental delay and distinctive facial features.

Conclusion: Social networking is a potentially powerful strategy to 
discover genes for rare Mendelian conditions, particularly those with 
nonspecific phenotypic features. To facilitate the efforts of families 
to share phenotypic and genomic information with each other, clini-
cians, and researchers, we developed the Repository for Mendelian 
Genomics Family Portal (RMD-FP; http://uwcmg.org/#/family). 
Design and development of MyGene2 (http://www.mygene2.org),  
a Web-based tool that enables families, clinicians, and researchers to 
search for gene matches based on analysis of phenotype and exome 
data deposited into the RMD-FP, is under way.
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genotype–to–structured phenotype data (e.g., Geno2MP (http://
geno2mp.gs.washington.edu)1), structured phenotype match-
ing6 (e.g., PhenomeCentral (http://phenomecentral.org)), gene 
matching (e.g., GeneMatcher (http://genematcher.org)7), and 
variant matching (e.g., GenomeConnect (http://genomecon-
nect.org),8 Decipher/DDD (http://decipher.sanger.ac.uk)9,10), 
which are being coordinated via efforts such as Matchmaker 
Exchange (http://matchmakerexchange.org).11

There exist few, if any, formal resources for phenotype or 
gene matching that meet the needs of families that are moti-
vated to identify individuals with similar phenotypes or 
VUSs in the same gene. Instead, families have turned to the 
Internet and social media as a way to share experiences and 
knowledge with other families and researchers in an effort to 
leverage more fully the diagnostic potential of clinical genetic 
testing. Such efforts at Internet-driven patient finding12 led, 
for example, to the widely publicized delineation of a novel 
disorder of glycosylation caused by loss-of-function variants 
in NGLY1.13,14

Inspired by this success,15 the parents of a child (family A) 
with developmental delay, hypotonia, and multiple minor 
anomalies, in whom clinical ES16 identified de novo VUSs in 
lysine (K)-specific demethylase 1A (KDM1A; OMIM 609132) 
and ankyrin repeat domain-containing protein 11 (ANKRD11; 
OMIM 611192), established a website, Milo’s Journey (http://
milosjourney.com), Twitter account, and Facebook page to 
publicize these findings. Their goal was to identify other fami-
lies with similarly affected children and/or VUSs in the same 
gene(s) and to recruit researchers to study their child’s condition. 
Their efforts were successful and within 5 days led to the identi-
fication of another family (Figure 1, family B; Supplementary 
Figure S1 online) who had a child with similar clinical charac-
teristics and a de novo VUS in KDM1A (Figure 2). Family A 
also contacted via e-mail various research groups in the United 
States that are investigating the genetic basis of developmental 
delay. A member of one of these groups made family A aware of 
a publication in which a de novo VUS in KDM1A was reported 
in a child with severe nonsyndromic intellectual disability and 

Figure 1  Phenotypic characteristics of children with a mutation in KDM1A. All three individuals (a–c) with a mutation in KDM1A share a prominent 
forehead, slightly arched eyebrows, elongated palpebral fissures, a wide nasal bridge, thin lips, and widely spaced teeth. Case identifiers correspond to those 
in Table 1, where a detailed description of the phenotype of each person is provided. C-1 and C-2 are pictures of the same child at 3 years 8 months and 
8 years of age, respectively.

a b c-1 c-2

Figure 2 Genomic structure of KDM1A, predicted KDM1A protein, and spectrum of mutations that cause developmental delay. (a) KDM1A comprises 
21 exons, including protein-coding (blue) exons and noncoding (orange) exons. Lines with attached dots indicate the approximate locations of the three different de 
novo variants that we report to underlie developmental delay. The color of each dot reflects the domain/subdomain containing the corresponding mutated residue. 
(b) Protein domain structure of KDM1A. KDM1A has three domains—SWIRM (pink), amine-oxidase domain (AOD; blue and teal), and Tower (yellow)—as well as an 
unstructured N-terminal flexible region and C-terminal tail (gray). The AOD comprises two subdomains: the flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD)-binding and substrate-
binding functional subdomains. The active site cavity of KDM1A is within the substrate-binding subdomain and is required for KDM1A to demethylate H3K4me1/2 
and repress transcription. Both the Tower and SWIRM domains have been shown to be necessary for the catalysis of histone demethylation by KDM1A.
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unaffected parents (family C).17 Literature searches by the diag-
nostic laboratory and clinicians for families A and B, and fam-
ily A itself, had failed to identify family C in part because the 
information on VUSs, including the one in KDM1A, identified 
in the cohort was listed only in the supplementary materials of 
the article.

Subsequently, the parents in family A (P.L. and K.M.P.) 
sought out the expertise of investigators at the University of 
Washington Center for Mendelian Genomics (UW-CMG) 
to help delineate the condition, confirm that variants in 
KDM1A were likely to be causal, and report the findings to 
the human genetics community at large. This experience with 
gene discovery for a Mendelian condition via social network-
ing prompted the design and preliminary development of a 
Web-based portal (MyGene2) that will be accessible via the 
UW-CMG and through which families can submit pheno-
typic information and sequence data (e.g., variant call for-
mat and .bam files) to be warehoused and made accessible to 
researchers worldwide in order to facilitate more universal 
Internet-driven patient finding.

MATeRIALs AND MeTHODs
Studies were approved by the University of Washington and 
the University of Zurich institutional review boards, and con-
sent to publish photographs was obtained. For two of the three 
families (families A and B; Figure 1; Table 1; Supplementary 
Figure S1 online), clinical ES was performed at GeneDx 
(Gaithersburg, MD) using the Agilent SureSelect XT2 All 
Exon V4 target. Both families requested .bam files from 
GeneDx and, upon receipt, each family transferred the files 
to the UW-CMG, where they were reprocessed using a stan-
dard pipeline as previously described.18 Reads were aligned to 
a human reference (hg19) using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner 
0.6.2. All aligned read data were subjected to (i) removal of 
duplicate reads (Picard MarkDuplicates version 1.70), (ii) 
insertion/deletion realignment (GATK IndelRealigner ver-
sion 1.6-11-g3b2fab9), and (iii) base quality recalibration 
(GATK TableRecalibration version 1.6-11-g3b2fab9). Variant 
detection and genotyping were performed using GATK 
UnifiedGenotyper (version 1.6-11-g3b2fab9). Variant data for 
each sample were flagged using the filtration walker (GATK) 
to mark sites that were of lower quality and potential false posi-
tives (e.g., strand bias ≥−0.1, quality scores ≤50), allelic imbal-
ance (ABHet > 0.75), long homopolymer runs (>4), and/or low 
quality by depth (<5).

Variants with an alternate allele frequency >0.005 in the Exome 
Variant Server (NHLBI Exome Sequencing Project ESP6500; 
http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS), the 1000 Genomes Project, 
or the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC; http://exac.
broadinstitute.org), or >0.05 in an internal exome database of 
~700 individuals, were excluded before analysis. In addition, 
variants that were flagged as low quality or potential false posi-
tives (quality score ≤30, long homopolymer run >5, low quality 
by depth <5, within a cluster of single-nucleotide polymor-
phisms) also were excluded from analysis. Variants that were 

flagged only by the strand bias filter flag (strand bias >−0.10) 
were included in further analyses because the strand bias flag 
was previously applied to valid variants. Variants were anno-
tated with the SeattleSeq138 Annotation Server (http://snp.
gs.washington.edu), and variants for which the only functional 
prediction label was any one of “intergenic,” “coding-synony-
mous,” “utr,” “near-gene,” or “intron” were excluded. Individual 
genotypes with a depth <4 or genotype quality <20 were treated 
as missing in analysis. The code to generate Figure 3 is available 
at: http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.1537555.

ResULTs
Analysis of variants from ES under a de novo mutation model 
confirmed the presence of a different de novo variant in KDM1A 
(RefSeq NM_001009999.2) in each of families A and B (Table 
1; Figures 1 and 2). A complete phenotypic description, facial 
photographs, and published variant information from family C 
were shared with the UW-CMG by the corresponding author 
(A.R.). All three children with de novo KDM1A variants had 
similar, albeit nonspecific, clinical findings (Table 1), including 
similar facial features, global developmental delay, and hypoto-
nia (Figure 1; Table 1). In particular, all three individuals have 
a prominent forehead, slightly arched eyebrows, elongated pal-
pebral fissures, a wide nasal bridge, thin lips, and widely spaced 
teeth (Figure 1).

All three variants in KDM1A are missense variants that were 
predicted to be deleterious (minimum Polyphen-2 HumVar 
score of 0.962), result in amino acid substitutions of highly con-
served amino acid residues (minimum Genomic Evolutionary 
Rate Profiling score = 5.72) in KDM1A, and have high com-
bined annotation-dependent depletion scores suggestive of 
dominant mutations (minimum combined annotation-depen-
dent depletion score of 27.2) (Table 1). Moreover, KDM1A is 
in the top 2% of evolutionarily constrained genes (i.e., genes 
that are intolerant to functional variation), and this set of genes 
is enriched for genes that are known to underlie dominant 
Mendelian phenotypes.19 None of the three variants were found 
in over 71,000 control exomes comprising the ESP6500, 1000 
Genomes Project phase I (November 2010 release), or Exome 
Aggregation Consortium (20 October 2014 release) databases, 
nor the internal databases (>1,400 chromosomes). No rare 
variants in KDM1A were present in individuals included in 
Geno2MP version 1.0 (ref. 1) who had a similar phenotype.

DIsCUssION
Function of KDM1A and delineating a new disorder
Tunovic et al.16 hypothesized that the phenotype of the proband 
in family A might result from the combined effects of the de 
novo variant, c.2353T>C [p.(Tyr785His]), in KDM1A and a 
second de novo variant, c.2606_2608delAGA [p.Lys869del]), 
in ANKRD11, suggesting that the child was affected by two 
Mendelian conditions: a Kabuki syndrome–like phenotype 
caused by the variant in KDM1A and KBG syndrome (OMIM 
158050) caused by the variant in ANKRD11. This hypothesis 
was motivated, in part, by the presence of physical findings that 
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Table 1 Mutations and clinical findings of individuals with KDM1A mutations
Family A Family B Family C

Mutation information

  Exon (KDM1A) 20 11 16

  Genomic coordinate (hg19) 1:23408767 T>C 1:23395059 G>A 1:23403725 A>G

  cDNA change c.2353T>C c.1207G>A c.1739A>G

  Predicted protein alteration p.Tyr785His p.Glu403Lys p.Asp580Gly

  GERP 5.79 5.82 5.72

  CADD version 1.0 (Phred-like) 27.2 35.0 27.2

  PolyPhen-2 (HumVar) 0.994 0.962 0.986

Clinical features

Age at last exam (years) 4 3 8

Sex Male Male Male

Brain/spine structure

  Delayed myelination + + −

   Prominent horns of lateral 
ventricles

− + −

  White matter hypoplasia + + −

  Thin corpus callosum + + −

  Cerebellar abnormalities − ND Macrocerebellum

  Syrinx + ND ND

  Tethered cord + + ND

Cognitive function

  Developmental delay + + +

  Sitting age (months) 20 11 18

  Walking age (years) Not by age 4 3 7.5

  Speech delay + + +

  Seizures − ND Febrile x1

Growth

  Short stature + + −

Digits

    Brachydactyly + − −

    Clinodactyly + − +

    Hypoplastic toenails + − In infancy

    Single palmar crease + − −

     Supernumerary digital flexion 
creases

− ND +

Craniofacial

    Palatal anomalies + + +

    Ptosis + − −

    Slightly arched eyebrows + + +

    Slanted palpebral fissures + + +

    Prominent forehead + + + (Broad)

    Wide nasal bridge + + +

    Anteverted nares + + −

    Small/low-set ears + + − (Large ears)

    Thin upper lip + + +

    Downturned mouth + + −

    High/narrow palate + − +

    Teeth Widely spaced Widely spaced, conical canines Widely spaced, conical canines

    Brachycephaly − + +

    Macrocephaly − + −

cDNA positions are provided as named by the HGVS MutNomen Web tool (http://www.hgvs.org/mutnomen) relative to NM_001009999.2.

+, the presence of a finding; −, the absence of a finding; CADD, combined annotation-dependent depletion; GERP, genomic evolutionary rate profiling; N/A, not applicable; 
ND, no data available.

Table 1 Contined on next page
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did not overlap with features observed in Kabuki syndrome 
(OMIM PS147920). However, comparison with two additional 
persons with de novo mutations in KDM1A reveals that many 
of these features seem to be shared among all three. This sug-
gests that mutations in KDM1A cause a condition that has 
phenotypic overlap with Kabuki syndrome but is nonetheless 
distinct.

Additional evidence suggests that the c.2606_2608delAGA 
[p.(Lys869del)] variant in ANKRD11 in family A does not 
cause KBG syndrome. Excluding microdeletions or large 
chromosomal deletions, the vast majority of ANKRD11 vari-
ants that underlie KBG syndrome are frameshifts or nonsense 
mutations that are predicted to result in a truncated protein or 
nonsense-mediated decay.20–22 By contrast, only four missense 
or small deletion/duplication mutations have been reported 
as causing KBG syndrome.20–22 These findings, combined with 
the observations that ANKRD11 is not highly conserved (it 
has only 79% identity with its mouse ortholog21) and is highly 
polymorphic among the general population23, suggest that 
only a small subset of missense variants found in ANKRD11 
result in KBG syndrome. Moreover the c.2606_2608delAGA 
[p.(Lys869del)] variant is not predicted to be pathogenic by 
CADD version 1.0 (a Phred-scaled score of 13.03 is well below 
the score of 25 observed for the majority of mutations that 
cause autosomal-dominant conditions). Finally, although 
macrodontia of the upper incisors, which is considered a 
hallmark feature of KBG syndrome, is often not observed 
until adult teeth emerge, the proband in family A has normal 
dentition.20,22,24

KDM1A is a histone demethylase that has been extensively 
studied in vitro and in model organisms, and has been shown 
to play diverse and key roles in regulating gene expression dur-
ing development.25 Homozygous knockout of Kdm1a in mice 
is lethal during early embryogenesis.26 Kdm1a is involved in 
repression of neuronal genes in non-neuronal cells,27,28 and dur-
ing the perinatal period, alternative splicing of KDM1A results 
in expression of two neuron-specific isoforms that regulate 
neurite maturation.29 In mice, proper skeletal muscle differen-
tiation requires Kdm1a to demethylate myogenic promoters,30 
which may explain the discovery of heart defects in mice that are 
homozygous for a hypomorphic Kdm1a allele.31 Interestingly, 
mice that are heterozygous for a Kdm1a deletion are apparently 
normal and fertile,26 suggesting that haploinsufficiency may not 
result in an obvious defect. Nevertheless, it remains to be seen 
whether the phenotypes we report to be caused by variants in 
KDM1A are the result of a loss or gain of function. An additional 
intriguing observation is that all three mutations alter residues in 
the amine-oxidase domain (Figure 2b), which comprises flavin 
adenine dinucleotide-binding and substrate-binding functional 
subdomains.32 The active site cavity of KDM1A is formed by the 
substrate-binding subdomain32 and is required for KDM1A to 
demethylate H3K4me1/2 and repress transcription.28

scaling up gene discovery by social networking to tackle 
the n-of-1 problem
The discovery that variants in KDM1A underlie a distinctive 
and previously unrecognized Mendelian condition is the result 
of social networking by the family of an affected child with 

Musculoskeletal

    Hypotonia + (central) + + (truncal)

    Hypertonia + (lower limb) − −

    Joint hypermobility + + −

    Vertebral anomalies + (C1 stenosis) − + (hyperkyphosis)

    Calcaneal valgus − + +

    Short second toes (metatarsal) − ND +

Ocular

    Blue sclera + − −

    Exotropia − + +

    Strabismus − + +

    Oculomotor apraxia − ND +

Gastrointestinal

    Feeding problems + − ND

    Constipation + + +

Urogenital

    Chordee + − −

    Cryptorchidism − − +

Other Tonsillectomy/
adenoidectomy

Obstructive sleep apnea, pyloric stenosis, 
adenoidectomy

Supernumerary nipple, 
hypertrichosis and synophrys

cDNA positions are provided as named by the HGVS MutNomen Web tool (http://www.hgvs.org/mutnomen) relative to NM_001009999.2.

+, the presence of a finding; −, the absence of a finding; CADD, combined annotation-dependent depletion; GERP, genomic evolutionary rate profiling; N/A, not applicable; 
ND, no data available.

Table 1 Continued
Family A Family B Family C
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another family and several research groups. This approach con-
sisted of establishing a website that included a comprehensive 
description of the proband’s symptoms and medical history 
using both lay and medical terminology and reports of putative 
pathogenic variants identified via ES, as well as a linked blog, 
Twitter account, and Facebook page. Exposure to the public-at-
large via common social media such as Facebook and Twitter 
is a strategy that leverages sites that are familiar to many fami-
lies. Technology-savvy families also are capitalizing on exist-
ing searchable information platforms such as editing entries 
for conditions described on Wikipedia, setting Google alerts 
for symptoms and rare variants, purchasing Google AdWords, 
and using Google analytics to identify pockets of researcher 
and patient activity.12 In this case, only 5 days after launch-
ing their website, family A received an e-mail from family B 
describing “her son, along with a picture of him that showed 
the remarkable resemblance between the two boys—he looked 
like he could be [proband A]’s brother” (P. Lorentzen, personal 
communication).

The direct-to-consumer genetic testing movement, in par-
ticular genetic ancestry testing, has made it routine to use the 
Internet and social media to research genetic relationships and 
the meaning of genetic information, including variants associ-
ated with disease.33 Building on the global reach of the Internet, 
online social networking also is increasingly leveraged by com-
munities of people and families with rare diseases to connect 
families, enabling them to share their experiences, provider/
researcher relationships, genetic knowledge, and strategies for 

advocating for their children.34–36 Indeed, one of the important 
benefits of social networking is the ability of families to share 
information, including sequence data, directly with researchers 
in the hope of garnering more interest and making collabora-
tion more convenient and cost-effective. Accordingly, online 
social networking is increasing the role that families play in 
stimulating, coordinating, and supporting research.

To support and facilitate the efforts of families toward dis-
covering the genetic basis of their condition, we developed an 
online portal, the Repository for Mendelian Disorders Family 
Portal (RMD-FP), for families to submit and subsequently share 
phenotypic information and ES and whole-genome sequencing 
data. The RMD-FP is a point of entry into the human genet-
ics community for families who seek to cast the widest net in 
recruiting researchers to work on their condition. The RMD-FP 
provides information to families about research, facilitates fam-
ily decisions about preferences for how their data may be used, 
and guides families through the process of directly submitting 
their phenotypic information and genomic data. The RMD-FP 
will eventually enable the collection of detailed self-reported 
phenotype/trait information via structured data entry and will 
enable families to receive results, if available, via My46, a Web-
based tool for managing the return of genetic test results.

Once data are deposited in the RMD-FP, the phenotypic 
information will be curated and structured37 for submission to 
PhenomeCentral/Matchmaker Exchange. Genomic data will 
be reanalyzed, and all variants found by either prior diagnostic 
sequencing or reanalysis to be segregating under the appropriate 
inheritance model(s) (i.e., candidate variants) will be entered, 
along with the structured phenotypic data, into a database. If 
a small number of candidate genes are identified, the genes 
also will be submitted to GeneMatcher/Matchmaker Exchange. 
However, many families consist of a single affected individual 
with no contributing family history, leading to analysis under all 
possible standard inheritance models (e.g., homozygous reces-
sive, compound heterozygous, and de novo). This results in a 
large list of candidate variants/genes that are not appropriate for 
submission to GeneMatcher and currently leaves families with 
no way to efficiently share candidate variants with other inter-
ested families, clinicians, diagnostic laboratories, and research-
ers. The combination of structured phenotype information and 
sharing of all candidate variants should increase data consis-
tency and thus the probability of a match.

To help address this gap, we are developing MyGene2 (beta 
release projected for early 2016), a public Web-based tool that 
enables searches of candidate variants/genes that are linked to 
phenotypic profiles of persons and families in the RMD-FP. 
Users of MyGene2 will be able to search for candidate variants 
matching a gene, inheritance model, and/or phenotypic trait or 
profile. If a user identifies a variant of interest, they can regis-
ter with the site by creating an account, which enables them to 
contact the submitter(s) for further information. Registration is 
required to protect the confidentiality of sample submitters, to 
track matches, and to survey matched users about subsequent 
discoveries and publication. Tracking outcomes also helps to 

Figure 3 effects of an increasing number of trios sequenced and 
specificity of phenotype on the power to detect significant association 
between putative mutations and phenotype. Assuming a de novo 
missense rate of 3.46 × 10−5/chromosome, as increasing numbers of trios 
(x axis) are tested by exome sequencing, the power to detect a significant 
association (ranges of possible P values are represented by different shades 
of grey; darker indicates smaller and more significant P values) between de 
novo variants in a gene and the phenotype of interest increases. In addition, 
as the specificity of the phenotype of interest increases, the proportion of 
individuals tested who have the phenotype (y axis) naturally decreases, also 
resulting in increased power. A small decrease (60–50%) in the proportion 
of individuals who have the phenotype of interest can increase power more 
than sequencing 10,000 additional trios.
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ensure that families benefit from their participation. Families 
will be able to use sample submission to publicize their candi-
date variants/genes, make their data available to the community 
via an editable “family page,” and participate more fully in gene 
discovery efforts without requiring a high level of technical 
knowledge. Clinicians and researchers also will be able to search 
for additional families with mutations in the same gene for gene 
discovery and delineation of new conditions; diagnostic labora-
tories will be able to search for additional cases to assist in the 
interpretation of VUSs. Ensuing manuscripts using/describ-
ing matches made through MyGene2 will only be required to 
acknowledge the site and its sources of support. Indeed, we 
envision MyGene2 as a resource to empower families, clini-
cians, and investigators to delineate new Mendelian conditions 
largely independent of UW-CMG so as to accelerate the rate of 
gene discovery for Mendelian conditions. With broad partici-
pation from the human genetics community, MyGene2 has the 
potential to greatly facilitate overcoming the “n-of-1 problem.” 

The scenario we report in which VUSs in the same candidate 
gene led to the ascertainment of several persons with overlap-
ping clinical features and the delineation of a distinct syndrome 
is likely to become an increasingly common strategy for discov-
ering genes for Mendelian conditions. Identification of three 
independent families in which each person with a de novo 
variant in the same gene has the same condition meets existing 
guidelines for causality of Mendelian disorders.1,3 Nevertheless, 
confidence would be gained by assigning a P value for this 
observation,38 but doing so is difficult in the absence of greater 
sharing of detailed phenotype information linked to ES data 
from a large number of independent cases. For example, devel-
opmental delay is perhaps the most common phenotype found 
in individuals that undergo clinical ES, comprising 64% of 
cases tested in one recent survey.39 Therefore, if we estimate that 
roughly 10,000 trios have been analyzed for de novo variants 
via clinical ES, ~6,400 are predicted to have had developmental 
delay.39 Using the Fisher exact test for independence between 
the presence of de novo variants in KDM1A and developmental 
delay, the P value for identifying three individuals with de novo 
variants in KDM1A and developmental delay and no individu-
als with de novo variants in KDM1A without developmental 
delay is only 0.5576. This P value is not significant because of 
poor statistical power to distinguish between persons with 
mutations in different genes who are broadly described as hav-
ing the same common, nonspecific condition.

Power can be improved by increasing the sample size of trios 
tested, using additional phenotypic details to increase specific-
ity about the phenotype tested, or some combination thereof; 
increasing the specificity of the phenotype of interest is much 
more efficient at improving power (Figure 3). For example, if 
we consider a gene with a de novo mutation rate of 3.46 × 10−5 
per chromosome (i.e., the mean predicted de novo mutation 
rate for missense mutations in the top ~5% of highly evolu-
tionarily constrained genes in a recent study19), even if 100,000 
trios are tested, the best P value that could be obtained as long 
as 64% have developmental delay is 0.094. By contrast, if we 

increase the specificity of the phenotype of interest and thus 
reduce the fraction of those same 100,000 cases with the phe-
notype to 50%, the P value drops to 0.016. While increasing 
both sample size and phenotypic specificity is ideal, a quick 
and effective way maximize the power of existing data sets is 
to make deep, structured phenotypic data linked to genotype 
data publicly available and accessible via tools like MyGene2 
and others in order to enable statistically rigorous assessment 
of similar Mendelian gene discoveries.3,38

Mendelian gene discovery has traditionally been organized 
with the clinician-researcher as the central hub, around which 
families are solicited, experiments performed, results reported 
in manuscripts, and data shared. Social networking promotes 
a more egalitarian network in which families also act as nodes, 
independently sharing phenotypic information, genetic data, 
and results with other families and researchers.14 Yet this can be a 
labor-intensive, inefficient, and expensive endeavor that requires 
some technical expertise to maximize the effort. At its full poten-
tial, MyGene2 can serve as an organizing node for families, pro-
viding to them convenient and free access to data from a large 
number of other families and investigators. It should be noted 
that MyGene2 is but one new tool to facilitate social network-
ing and data sharing among people who are interested in rare 
diseases. We expect—and indeed encourage—the development 
of other strategies and solutions40 toward the same goals. One 
outcome of this model is a somewhat diminished role for both 
clinicians and investigators as the central organizing node but 
greater empowerment of families, and we predict a greater rate of 
discovery of genes and newly delineated Mendelian conditions.

In summary, social networking among families led to the 
recognition, if not the frank discovery, that de novo variants 
in KDM1A cause a newly delineated condition characterized 
by developmental delay, hypotonia, and characteristic facial 
features. Coupled with the fairly narrow range of phenotypic 
variation observed in the affected individuals described herein, 
it is likely that mutations in KDM1A might also explain some 
cases of apparently isolated intellectual disability. Developing 
infrastructure to empower families to share phenotypic infor-
mation and genetic data at scale would empower many more 
families worldwide, and we predict this will accelerate the pace 
of gene discovery for Mendelian conditions. The rapid transla-
tion of these discoveries into diagnostic tests and new starting 
points for repurposing or developing therapeutics would, in 
turn, improve the overall care of families with rare diseases.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material is linked to the online version of the paper 
at http://www.nature.com/gim
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